
HOWEVER NON-COMPETITIVE WE ARE, WE ALL RACE AGAINST 
OUR MATES NOW AND AGAIN ON THE TRAIL. BUT WHAT IF WE 
HAD TO RACE WITH THEM, AGAINST OTHER PEOPLE? WOULD 
DIFFERENCES IN OUR COMPETITIVE NATURES CAUSE ISSUES 

AND EXPLOSIONS? DAVE AND RICHARD FIND OUT. 
WORDS BY DAVE ANDERSON // PICTURES BY MICK KIRKMAN.



INTERNATIONAL ADVENTURE
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No one says you can’t buzz your mate’s tyre on the way down.

Rock, paper, scissors quickly becomes boring.
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This is, of course, the explanation behind the story that’s about to unfold before 
you and how and why I found myself in a competitive situation, despite not 
owning a single racing gene within my lovely entwined chromosomes. Racing is 
not what I ride for, and previous attempts have left me cold, but I’ve been around 
the enduro race scene long enough to get it, and can relate to the format as a 
competitive version of what we all do writ large: ride up hills and go as fast as you 
can back down them. It’s a simple, translatable, format.

So when the offer of a free entry into Enduro2 
comes courtesy of the lovely folks at Saddleback and 
Stages Cycling, acceptance is a no-brainer. It’s to be held 
in a part of the Alps I haven’t previously ridden in, and 
a cursory glance at the location promises some tip-top 
techy trails in typical summer ski resort scenery – what 
more needs considering? Plenty of altitude, alpine riding, 
and some quality big mountain time is on offer, no 
further thought is given in the lead-up to the event.

To Rich, the opportunity to race in an alpine setting 
is too good to refuse. Rich, it’s fair to say, is somewhat 
different to me. He lives to race, and has a fine pedigree 
of Enduro World Series, TweedLove’s Vallelujah and local 
PMBA enduro racing with some very decent results. 
His home rides are skills and speed focused, training 
with mates to improve, while mine are easily filed under 
‘dicking around with mates’. With his riding time 
dictated by a young family he’s keen to squeeze every last 
advantage from time in the saddle, whereas I have all the 
time in the world to ride thanks to a freelance life. 

PASS THE CHEESE. 
Chalk and cheese come to mind when deliberating on 
our different approaches to riding. It should come as 
no surprise that while we work together, we haven’t 
shared that much saddle time with each other. Aside 
from photoshoots the only ride we’ve been on together 
is a practice lap of the Kirroughtree enduro – Rich 
practising lines and race planning while I looked for 
photo angles and filming opportunities. Same ride, 
same trails, but a different focus for both of us; one 
focused on the race, the other dicking about on a bike 
with no pressures or cares in the world.

I’m a firm believer that opportunities to ride should 
be grabbed whenever they arise; life’s too short to 
turn down invitations to experience somewhere new. 
Hell, life’s too short to turn down the chance of a 
revisit, but new trails are a holy grail, no?
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As a team, we’re like the odd couple of enduro. 
The dedicated racer and the backcountry explorer. One 
focused on results, one more focused on what’s over 
that next ridge line. We share a love of the mountains, 
have common ground in an appreciation of riding fine 
technical trails, but our motivation for entering this 
event differs so much we’re almost a whole spectrum 
apart. I decide not to mention this apathy I have towards 
racing to Rich; his enthusiasm for the race is so strong 
I feel it’s better to skim over that bit when we talk 
about the event. There’s a general sense that it’ll be okay 
though. Enduro2 is billed as ‘mates racing together on 
trails shared with the Trans Savoie’, so that’s what I focus 
on; mates riding together, spirit of the event, top quality 
trails, all good ingredients for an alpine adventure.

It’s the week before the event when I really start 
to think about it. I’ve ridden in the Alps enough to be 
confident in kit choice for a week away, I’m comfortable 
about my abilities in big mountains and remote places. 
So the realisation that this is going to be different 
hits me when I least expect it. Sure, I’ve explored and 
ridden in big mountains a lot, but I have never raced 
in them before, and while I’ve hung around the enduro 
scene reporting on it and ridden EWS stages on media 
recces, there’s a light bulb moment that hitting those 
trails at race pace may just bring something new to the 
experience. The other focusing moment is learning that 
there’s a requirement for back protection and a full-face 
helmet – for some reason this underlines the seriousness 
of the event more than any other. For the first time in 
a long time I start deliberating over my kit list for an 
Alps trip, weighing up the pros and cons of different kit 
choices, but unsure what we’ll be facing when we get 
there, the racing element putting an unfamiliar slant on 
what should be familiar territory.

We decide to travel down by van, safe in the 
knowledge that the ‘everything but the kitchen sink’ 
approach to packing means we’ll be covered for all 
eventualities. With this in mind I pack three helmets: a 
Smith Forefront, Giro Cipher full face and a Bell Super 
2R, which gives me the option to choose what to run 
when I get there and scope out what we’ll be riding. 
I can either go with the Smith and Giro combination 
and swap between the two on transitions and stages, or 
just opt for the simplicity of the Bell and its removable 
chin guard. I’m reassured that Rich has taken a similar 
approach to kit choice when I pick him up; pack 
everything and choose when you get there.

TIME TO GET PLANNING THE STRATEGY. 
It’s somewhere on the autoroute just before Lyon that we finally run out of 
enough things to chat about that talk turns to the race, or more precisely our 
strategy for competing. I’ve been keen to sound out Rich on his previous alpine 
experience and surprised that it dates back to 2001, when it’s fair to say bikes 
were a little bit less capable. Stoked on a combination of what’s to come and 
limited mountain time, his attitude to the race is full of “ripping it a new one”, 
giving it 110% and making sure we’re pressing on at every opportunity as 
we’re in it to smash out a good result, if not for the win. My take is obviously 
somewhat different, focusing instead on riding conservatively on what are sure 
to be long hard stages. There’s the cumulative toll of long, battering descents 
to consider and I’m keen to finish the event without any injuries or broken 
bikes. The chat backwards and forwards over this dynamic of going all out 
versus riding with a bit in reserve keeps going until we turn left at Lyon and 
head into the mountains. I’m worried I’ll be seen as the pussy, for using my 
mountain experience to dictate how we approach the race; I’m impressed at 
Rich’s unrelenting focus on the need to do well, regardless of surroundings, and 
I’m not sure how we’ll resolve our differences, how the compromise between two 
such differing approaches will work within our team.

Mates riding together, spirit 
of the event, top quality 

trails, all good ingredients 
for an alpine adventure.

Everyone loves kitten videos.
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That’s the good stuff right there.
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As the valley sides begin to climb, and the mountains 
rise about us it’s fair to say that someone in the van gets 
a little bit quieter. The presence of the Alps towering 
around us has helped Rich see my point about the 
riding here being a bit more serious than back at home. 
There’s something committing about the altitude of the 
mountains around us, the realisation of just how long and 
hard descents here will be, that helps us focus on just what 
it is we’ve signed up for. As soon as we reach Bourg-Saint-
Maurice, our base for the next three days, we grab riding 
clothes, decant bikes out of the van and saddle up for a 
quick acclimatisation ride and trail recce. There’s always a 
wake-up call on the first alpine ride of a trip and this one 
is no different. We manage a full mountain top to valley 
bottom run to get a taste for the locality, and inadvertently 
finish on what will be one of the stages on the first day of 
racing. It’s steep, rocky and loose and I have to have one of 
those ‘talk to yourself to get yourself to commit’ moments 
at the top of one particular vertical plummet. As we share 
post-ride beers back at race HQ, I’m mulling over just 
how hard this next three days are going to be if that’s a 
typical taste of what the race will offer.

RACE HEADS ON. 
The thought of that trail stays with me all of day one of 
racing; it’s going to be the final stage of the day and I can’t 
escape the memory of nearly walking that one section of 
it. Racing for the first day is straightforward: six stages 
with uplift taking care of transitions between them. The 
three morning stages begin with a bit of flowy built trail 
to get us moving before ramping up the technicality on 
the two subsequent stages and taking us to the valley 
bottom a couple of times before lunch. Transitions are 
massively sociable as everyone crams into the funicular 
to return up the mountain and reach the chairlift to gain 
more height. After lunch there’s another built trail warm-
up before stage five when we drop into one of the hardest 
trails I’ve ever ridden. I manage to boil my brakes less 
than halfway down, the trail is so unrelenting, and have 
to wait until they cool enough to give me some slowing 
power. It’s a trail that despite its seemingly near vertical 
nature manages to take its time reaching the valley floor 
and by the time I reach the finish I’ve lost a lot of time 
and Rich is patiently waiting to dib the timing chip. If 
there’s anything positive to focus on it’s that when we 
come to race the last stage, the one that was weighing 
on my mind, I just ride everything with confidence, I’m 
anticipating the hard steep bit but it never comes. Turns 
out I’ve ridden it without realising, the experience of the 
previous stage ‘flattening’ it enough that it doesn’t even 
register as I drop down to the finish.

Post-race fettling largely involves altering brake 
lever position. At home I run them close to the bar, 
but I’m convinced it’s this that caused the problems 
on stage five. I adjust the levers out to give me some 
leeway as the brakes get hot; it’s never been an issue on 
descents where normally we’d stop and regroup at regular 
intervals, but the inexperience of racing meant I hadn’t 
accommodated the different riding style. I’ve also realised 
there’s a difference between riding a switchback perfectly 
and riding one fast – I’ve been losing time in the turns 
because I’ve been too focused on cleaning them rather 
than just sliding the back end around.
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It’s steep, rocky and loose and I have to 
have one of those ‘talk to yourself to get 
yourself to commit’ moments at the top 

of one particular vertical plummet.
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THE SAME AGAIN, AGAIN. 
Day two follows the pattern of day one, six stages evenly spread throughout the 
day with a lunch break in between. Today there’s a 300m climb to wake up the 
legs too. We decide to stay with our strategy of slowest rider (me) setting off first, 
then the faster rider (Rich) catching up with the timing chip – race time being 
when we’ve both crossed the finish. On the first stage of the day I’m feeling good 
and get a good lead on Rich before he inevitably catches me two-thirds down 
the stage and we carry on down the bermed built trail together to the finish. 
Everything is feeling like it’s coming together; I’m happy with how the bike is 
feeling and confident that we’re going to have a good day after coping well with 
everything yesterday. Needless to say, shortly after Rich catches me on stage two, 
as we’re traversing a ski piste meadow singletrack at just about full speed, it all 
starts to unravel as a hidden rock kicks the back of the bike out and the front 
manages to find another. I manage a full speed over the bars and finally come to 
a halt, winded, in time to see the bike come down on top of me. For the rest of 
the day I’m riding with a dead leg, unable to bend it to pedal without wincing or 
stand on it for long. I spend some time on the transition wondering if I’ll manage 
to finish the day, but determination to finish the event takes priority.

Day three is sponsored by double-dose ibuprofen 
and a good helping of HTFU. Eight hundred metres of 
climbing on transitions and 30°C temperatures promise 
a different kind of brutal for the final shorter day. The 
racing is all below the Col du Petit St Bernard and 
promises more flow than the more vertical stages now 
behind us. The first two stages we ride together, wooded 
semi-natural trails that wind down the mountain with 
plenty of dust and bermed corners to blast through. 
They’re easier riding than previous stages, though hitting 
them at speed brings a challenge to our bruised and 
battered bodies, but we both revel in the opportunity 
to race them together as a pair, on each other’s wheels. 
The 500m transition that follows is less enjoyable, but 
a necessary means to get up to the last stage of the race. 
The minute we set off down the final stage it’s all been 
worth it, a fast and flowy natural trail that speeds down 
the mountainside all the way back into town. The perfect 
feel-good finale to the whole event. High fives at the 
finish line, then a coast back to lunch by the river.

Three days of the hardest riding I’ve ever done, with 
the added pressure of racing against the clock. There 
doesn’t seem to be a single part of my body that isn’t 
battered, bruised or weary but I’ve finished and survived 
the event. There’s the added bonus of having shared the 
whole experience with a mate; we’ve come at the race from 
two different approaches, two different backgrounds, with 
two very different expectations, but we’ve met somewhere 
in the middle and revelled in it. It’s been a hard 
introduction to racing for me, definitely managed to drop 
myself in at the deep end, but I’ve learnt a lot, and am 
keen to do some more. Perhaps what I wasn’t expecting 
was to share some of Rich’s competitiveness the minute 
the race run started; it’s hard not to give it everything 
once the goggles go down and that focus takes over. We’ve 
already agreed we’re up for more. I can see how I can 
improve my times with the experience I’ve gained, if his 
wife lets him out again, that is…

Thanks to: Andrew and Ross at Saddleback, Matt at Stages 
Cycling and The Trans Savoie team.

I manage a full speed over the 
bars and finally come to a halt, 
winded, in time to see the bike 
come down on top of me.

Trail ballet...

...and high fives are all part of it.


